Abstract -We consider three capacity definitions for a channel with channel side information at t h e receiver. T h e capacity is the highest rate asymptotically achievable. T h e outage capacity is t h e highest rate asymptotically achievable with a given probability of decoder-recognized outage. The expected capacity is t h e highest expected rate asymptotically achievable using a single encoder a n d multiple decoders, where side information at the decoder determines which code to use. We motivate t h e latter definitions using t h e concept of maximizing reliably received rate. A coding theorem is given for each capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rate that can be reliably transmitted in a channel with receiver side information may differ from the rate that can be reliably received. For example, consider a composite channel containing a good channel with capacity CG and a bad channel with capacity C B . A coin flip determines the channel in use for all time. Let p s > 0 be the probability that the bad channel is chosen. Suppose further that only the decoder knows which channel is in use. The greatest rate that can be reliably transmitted across this channel is the channel capacity C I CB (since we must choose one coding strategy to use for both possible channel realizations). Suppose, however, that the decoder ignores the channel output when the channel is in its bad state. Then, using a code designed for the good channel, the rate reliably received is 0 when the channel is bad and CG when the channel is good, resulting in a total reliably received rate of (1 -p~) C c > C VPB < 1 -CB/CG. This rate is achieved using an "outage" coding strategy. Other coding strategies may achieve even higher reliably received rates.
Reliably received rate is of interest for applications where it is desirable to maximize received rate without necessarily knowing at the encoder which rate is received. Examples of such applications include systems with some acceptable outage probability, feedback channels where the receiver tells the transmitter which symbols to re-send, communications systems using multiple description source codes, or applications where lost source symbols are well predicted by surrounding samples. We here consider two strategies for maximizing received rate and consider the resulting notions of "capacity."
RESULTS
Consider a sequence of n-dimensional channels W = {W" = Pznlxn}z=i where, for any n > 0, W" is the conditional distribution from the input space X" to the output space 2". Let X and Z denote the input and output processes respectively for the given sequence of channels, where each process is specified by a sequence of finitedimensional distributions, e.g., X = {X" = (Xp', . . . ,X?))}T=l. We assume receiver side information not present at the encoder. This side information is modeled as a channel output, so 2" = (S", Y"), where S" is the channel side information and Y" is the output of the channel described by parameter S".
Throughout, we assume that S is a random variable independent of X. We define i(z";y"ls") = log PynlX"*S"(arn'z"'an)
Py-lsn(V"'s")
and F ( a ) = limsup,+m Pxn,yn,sn (;i(X";Y"IS") 5 a).
Capacity: Capacity measures the rate that can be reliably transmitted from encoder to decoder. For our general channel with receiver side information, C = supx sup{a : F ( a ) = 0).
The above result is a simple extension of Theorems 2 and 5 of [l], or can be proved using a typicality argument.
Outage Capacity: The reliably received rate may be increased above C by allowing outage. Let Po be the probability that a decoder, using its side information, declares an outage. Let P, be the probability that this decoder decodes improperly given that an outage is not declared. We say that rate (1 -q)R is outage-q achievable if there exists a sequence of (n,2"R) channel codes such that limn-,, P,' "' I q and limn,, P,'"' = 0. The rate is (1 -q)R since the encoder is sending information at rate R but the rate reliably received is (1 -q ) R. The outage-q capacity is defined to be the supremum over all outage-q achievable rates. If the side information S" is sufficient for determining when i(X"; Y"IS") falls below an arbitrary a 2 0 then the outage-q capacity is bounded as Note that sup, CO:, 2 C for any general channel.
Expected Capacity: Another strategy for increasing reliably-received rate is to use a single encoder and a collection of decoders, parameterized by s,, each decoding at a different rate Rs-. For example, in the composite channel, the encoder uses a broadcast coding strategy for the channels in its collection and the decoder chooses which broadcast code decoder to use based on S" [Z]. The reliably received rate is ESn RSn. A rate R is e-achievable if there exists a sequence of channel codes such that the expected decoded rate is R and the expected probability of error approaches zero. The expected capacity is the supremum of all e-achievable rates.
The expected capacity C. satisfies supxsup{a : F ( a ) < q } I 2 I supxsup{a : F ( a ) 5 9).
